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Abstract: Speech input like [byt] has been shown to facilitate not only the subsequent 

processing of an identical target word /byt/ but also that of a target word /tyb/ that contains the 

same phonemes in a different order. Using the short-term phonological priming paradigm, we 

examined the role of lexical representations in driving the transposed-phoneme priming effect 

by manipulating lexical frequency. Results showed that the transposed-phoneme priming 

effect occurs when targets have a higher frequency than primes, but not when they have a 

lower frequency. Our findings thus support the view that the transposed-phoneme priming 

effect results from partial activation of the target word’s lexical representation during prime 

processing. More generally, our study provides further evidence for a role for position-

independent phonemes in spoken word recognition.    
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One particularity of speech is that it unfolds over time, and consequently, the first 

sounds that make up a word are heard and begin to be processed before later sounds. In direct 

connection with this linearity, the most influential models of spoken word recognition 

(Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997; Grossberg, 2003; Marslen-Wilson & Warren, 1994; 

Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Marslen-Wilson, 1990; McClelland & Elman, 1986; Norris, 

1994) make the strong assumption that the phonological form of words consists of an ordered 

sequence of sounds. As a result, within such a view the sounds extracted from the speech 

signal are encoded according to their position in the speech input in order to be successfully 

mapped onto an ordered sequence of sounds stored in long-term memory. In accordance with 

this theorizing, there is abundant evidence that words that share the same sounds at the same 

positions as those present in a given portion of the speech signal are activated and thus are 

potential candidates for recognition (e.g., Allopenna et al., 1998; Dufour & Peereman, 2003; 

Marslen-Wilson et al., 1996; Zwitserlood, 1989).    

 

Nonetheless, there are recent demonstrations that position-independent phonemes play 

a role in spoken word recognition; results that therefore challenge the dominant view of 

spoken word recognition according to which the precise order of segments must be encoded. 

Using the visual world paradigm, Toscano et al. (2013) examined the eye movements of 

participants who followed spoken instructions to manipulate objects pictured on a computer 

screen. They found more fixations on the picture representing a CAT than on a control picture 

(e.g., the picture of a MILL) when the spoken target was TACK, thus suggesting that CAT 

and TACK are confusable words, even if the shared consonants are not in the same position. 

Importantly the activation of CAT when the target is TACK cannot be attributed to shared 

features between the phonemes /t/ and /k/, since exactly the same pattern of results was found 

for pairs of words such as BUS and SUB whose phonemes /s/ and /b/ are maximally distinct. 
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Also, Toscano et al. (2013) showed that the probability of fixating transposed words was 

higher than the probability of fixating words sharing the same vowels at the same position 

plus one consonant in a different position (e.g., SUN-BUS). This finding suggests that the 

transposed-phoneme effect is due to more than just vowel position overlap in the transposed 

words. The main finding of Toscano et al. (2013) that CAT and TACK are confusable words 

was replicated in a following study by Gregg et al. (2019) with a larger set of items. At the 

same time, Gregg et al. (2019) showed that competitors without vowel position overlap (e.g., 

LEAF-FLEA) were not fixated more that unrelated words. Such a finding could argue for a 

special status for vowels, and in particular that positional vowel match is critical in the 

observation of transposed-phoneme effects (Gregg et al., 2019; see also Dufour & Grainger, 

2019). It is also possible that the distance separating the transposed phonemes could be a 

factor determining the size of transposed-phoneme effects.  

 

Recent experiments in our own laboratories (Dufour & Grainger, 2019) provided 

further evidence for a role for position-independent phonemes in spoken word recognition. 

This new evidence was obtained with a different experimental paradigm and a different 

language than in the above mentioned studies. Using the phonological priming paradigm, 

Dufour and Grainger (2019) showed that the French words BUT /byt/ “goal” facilitated the 

subsequent processing of the target word TUBE /tyb/ “tube”. This transposed-phoneme 

priming effect was found when unrelated words (MOULE /mul/ “mussel” – TUBE /tyb/ 

“tube”), vowel overlap words (PUCE /pys/ “flea” - TUBE /tyb/ “tube”) and vowel plus one 

consonant in a different position overlap words (BULLE /byl/ bubble – TUBE /tyb/ “tube”) 

were used as control conditions, thus strengthening the previous observations. Testing also the 

full repetition (TUBE /tyb/- TUBE /tyb/), we observed that the transposed-phoneme priming 

effect differed from the repetition priming effect by both its magnitude and its time course. 
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The transposed-phoneme priming effect was significantly smaller than the repetition priming 

effect, and was only obtained using a short-term priming procedure with targets immediately 

following primes, while the repetition priming effect also occurred in a long-term priming 

paradigm with primes and targets presented in separated blocks of stimuli. An explanation for 

these findings is that target words in the transposed-phoneme condition are only partially 

activated during prime processing. As a result, this partial activation quickly dissipates over 

time, and only fully activated lexical representations resist the longer delay and impact of 

intervening items in long-term priming. 

 

To our knowledge, there is currently only one model of spoken word recognition, the 

TISK model (Hannagan et al., 2013; see You & Magnuson, 2018, for a more recent 

implementation), that can account for transposed-phoneme effects
1
. TISK is an interactive-

activation model similar to the TRACE model (McClelland & Elman, 1986), but it replaces 

the position-dependent units in TRACE by both a set of position-independent phoneme units 

and a set of open-diphone units that represent ordered sequences of contiguous and non-

contiguous phonemes (cf. the open-bigram representations proposed by Grainger & van 

Heuven, 2003, for visual word recognition). Within such a framework, it is position-

independent phoneme units that lead to partial activation of transposed words while diphone 

units encode the order of phonemes and allow the model to distinguish between transposed 

words. 

 

 We explained the results of our previous study (Dufour & Grainger, 2019) as resulting 

from partial activation of the lexical representation of the target word during processing of 

transposed-phoneme primes. The key hypothesis being that a lexical representation can be 

activated by a prime that shares phonemes with the target word even when the phonemes 
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occupy different positions in prime and target. However, an alternative account of this 

priming effect, which could easily be envisaged within TISK, is that the effect does not 

involve lexical representations, but merely results from the repeated activation of the same 

time-invariant pre-lexical units during processing of primes and targets. Within such a view, 

the transposed-phoneme priming effect would only reflect processes occurring before, but not 

during, lexical access. Here, we provide a test of the lexical and prelexical accounts of the 

transposed-phoneme priming effect by manipulating lexical frequency. The logic behind this 

manipulation is straightforward. If the transposed-phoneme priming effect only involves 

sublexical representations, then we expect no modulation in the magnitude of the effect as a 

function of lexical factors, such as word frequency
2
. In contrast, if the transposed-phoneme 

priming effect involves lexical representations, the effect should modulate as a function of 

lexical factors such as word frequency.  

  

 In order to optimize our chances of finding an impact of lexical frequency on the 

transposed-phoneme priming effect we opted for a relative-frequency manipulation whereby 

prime-target pairs were selected such that prime word frequency was lower than target 

frequency or vice versa by simply changing the order of primes and targets. The choice of a 

relative-frequency manipulation was motivated by practical and theoretical reasons. 

Practically speaking, it was not possible to select two transposed target words, one of low 

frequency and the other of high frequency, for the same prime word. Most important, 

however, is a consideration of how prime and target frequency can modulate short-term 

priming effects based on the principles of interactive-activation, and notably in terms of the 

role of word frequency in determining the level of activation attained by a given lexical 

representation upon presentation of speech input.  
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 Most models of spoken word recognition (e.g., Gaskell & Marslen-Wilson, 1997; 

Marslen-Wilson, 1990; McClelland & Elman, 1986) account for word-frequency effects by 

assuming that high-frequency words receive stronger bottom-up input from the speech signal 

than do low-frequency words. Interactive-activation models (Hannagan et al., 2013; 

McClelland & Elman, 1986) further assume that the higher the activation level of a lexical 

representation the more it can inhibit all other co-activated words via lateral inhibition, as 

attested by neighborhood frequency effects (e.g., Dufour & Frauenfelder, 2010, for spoken 

words, and Grainger et al., 1989, for written words). In terms of modulating priming effects, 

the general idea is that in a short-term priming context where primes and targets are related 

(i.e., share phonemes) but are not the same words, then the amount of priming is determined 

by the level of activation reached by the target word representation during prime processing. 

On the basis of the above-mentioned principles, we argue that, for a given amount of prime-

target overlap, the greatest level of target word activation, and therefore the greatest amount 

of priming occurs when primes are low frequency and targets high frequency. During prime 

word processing, the more frequent a target word is the more it will benefit from bottom-up 

activation via phonemes shared with the prime, and the less frequent a prime word is the less 

it can inhibit the target word via lateral inhibition. 

 

Method 

 

 Participants. Eighty French speakers from Aix-Marseille University participated in the 

experiment. All participants reported having no hearing or speech disorders. Half of them 

were tested in the higher frequency condition, and the other half were tested in the lower 

frequency condition.  
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 Materials. 26 pairs of CVC French words that shared all of the phonemes but with the 

two consonants in a different order (e.g. ROBE /ʀͻb/ “dress” – BORD /bͻʀ/ “edge”) were 

selected from Vocolex, a lexical database for French (Dufour et al., 2002). They were selected 

such as the difference in frequencies of the two words of a pair was greater than 45 

occurrences per million. Each of the words of a pair was used as a prime or as a target 

depending of the frequency condition. In each frequency condition and for each target word, a 

control prime word sharing with the target only the medial vowel was selected (e.g. VOL /vͻl/ 

“flight” – BORD /bͻʀ/ “edge” for the higher- frequency condition; SOMME /sͻm/ “sum” – 

ROBE /ʀͻb/ “dress” for the lower-frequency condition). All the words have their uniqueness 

point after the last phoneme. None of the transposed prime-target pairs were semantically 

related in any obvious way. The main characteristics of the prime and the target words are 

given in Table 1. The complete set of prime and target words are given in Appendix 1
3
. 

 

<Insert Table 1 about here> 

 

 For each frequency condition, two experimental lists were created so that each of the 

26 target words were preceded by the two types of prime (transposed, control), and 

participants were presented with each target word only once. Note that a between-participants 

design for the factor relative prime-target frequency was used in order to have a sufficient 

number of trials for each type of prime across lists (i.e. 13 in this present case), while 

avoiding stimuli repetition within participants, such that a given prime or target was never 

heard twice by a same participant. The follow-up statistical analyses were made accordingly 

with the factor prime-target relative frequency entered as a between factor. For the purpose of 

the lexical decision task, 26 target nonwords were added to each list. The nonwords were 

created by changing the last phoneme of words not used in the experiment (e.g. the nonword 
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/bãʒ/ derived from the word /bãk/ banque “bank”). This allowed us to have wordlike 

nonwords, and to force participants to listen to the stimuli up to the end prior to giving their 

response. So that the nonwords followed the same criteria as the words, 13 of them were 

paired with a prime word sharing the same phonemes but in a different order (e.g. the prime 

word JAMBE /ʒãb/ “leg” and the nonword target /bãʒ/). The 13 other nonwords were paired 

with a prime word sharing only the medial phoneme (e.g. the prime word FOUR /fuʀ/ “oven” 

and the nonword target /mup/). In addition, 78 unrelated prime-target pairs having no 

phoneme in common were added to each list. Half of the unrelated pairs consisted of a prime 

word and a target word (e.g. GUERRE /gɛʀ/ “war” – DANSE /dãs/ “dance”), and the other 

half consisted of a prime word and a target nonword (e.g. LUGE /lyʒ/ “luge” – /bif/). All of 

the stimuli were recorded by a female native speaker of French, in a sound attenuated room, 

and digitized at a sampling rate of 44 kHz with 16-bit analog to digital recording. 

 

 Procedure. The participants were tested in a sound-attenuated booth. Stimulus 

presentation and recording of the data were controlled by a PC running E-Prime software. The 

primes and the targets were presented over headphones at a comfortable sound level, and an 

interval of 20 ms (ISI) separated the offset of the prime and the onset of the target. 

Participants were asked to make a lexical decision as quickly and accurately as possible on the 

target stimuli, with “word” responses being made using their dominant hand on an E-Prime 

response box that was placed in front of them. RTs were recorded from the onset of stimuli. 

The prime-targets pairs were presented randomly, and an inter-trial interval of 2000 ms 

elapsed between the participant’s response and the presentation of the next pair. Participants 

were tested on only one experimental list and began the experiment with 12 practice trials. 
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Results  

  

 Three pairs of prime-target words that gave rise to an error rate of more than 60% in 

the lower-frequency target condition were removed from the analyses. The mean RT and 

percentage of correct responses on target words in each priming condition are presented in 

Table 2. The percentage of correct responses was analyzed using a mixed-effects logit model 

(Jaeger, 2008). No significant effects were found in an analysis of error rates, and so we will 

not discuss them further. 

 

<Insert Figure 1 about here> 

 

 RTs on target words were analyzed using linear mixed effects models with participants 

and target words as crossed random factors, using R sotware (R Development Core Team, 

2016) and the lme4 package (Baayen et al., 2008; Bates and Sarkar, 2007). The RT analysis 

was performed on correct responses, thus removing 190 (10.33%) data points out of 1840. 

RTs greater than 2200 ms (2.24%) were also excluded from the analysis. For the model to 

meet the assumptions of normally-distributed residuals and homogeneity of variance, a log 

transformation was applied to the RTs (Baayen & Milin, 2010) prior to running the model. 

The model was run on 1613 data points. We tested a model with the variable prime type 

(transposed, control) and frequency (lower/higher, higher/lower) entered as fixed effects. The 

model also included participants and items as random intercepts, plus random participant and 

item slopes for the within factor prime type (see Barr et al., 2013). Global effects were 

reported and were obtained using the anova function, and the p values were computed using 

the Satterwaite approximation for degrees of freedom using lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al., 

2013). 
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 The main effect of frequency was significant (F(1,108) = 5.84; p < .05) with RTs on 

target words being shorter in the lower/higher frequency condition than in the higher/lower 

frequency condition. The main effect of prime type was marginally significant (F(1,354) = 

3.58; p = .06). Crucially, the interaction between prime type and frequency was significant 

(F(1,354) = 4.13; p < .05). Subsequent pairwise comparisons with a Bonferonni correction 

were done to assess the effect of priming within each frequency condition. A significant 

priming effect was observed only in the lower/higher frequency condition (z = -2.79; p < .05) 

with RTs on target words being 45 ms shorter when preceded by transposed primes in 

comparison to control primes. No significant priming effect was observed in the higher/lower 

frequency condition (z = 0.21; p > .20). 

 

Discussion 

 

 Using the short-term phonological priming procedure, we recently showed that a 

speech input like [byt] not only facilitates the subsequent processing of the corresponding 

target word /byt/ but also that of the target word /tyb/ that contains the same phonemes in a 

different order (Dufour & Grainger, 2019). In the present study, we examined whether lexical 

representations are involved in the transposed priming effect by manipulating lexical 

frequency. The results are clear-cut. Transposed-phoneme priming effects occurred when the 

targets were of higher frequency than the primes, but not when they were of lower frequency 

than the primes. Such a finding unequivocally argues in favor of an involvement of lexical 

representations in driving transposed-phoneme effects, and rules out an interpretation 

according to which priming would be uniquely due to residual activity in prelexical 

representations that carries over from prime to target processing. The present results therefore 

reinforce our claim that transposed-phoneme priming effects result from the greater activation 
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of the lexical representations of target words during prime processing in the transposed-prime 

condition compared with control primes.   

 

 As discussed earlier, TISK (Hannagan et al., 2013) is currently the sole model that can 

account for transposed-phoneme effects. This is mainly due to the fact that this model 

incorporates a set of position-independent phoneme units, which thus trigger activation of 

words that share all their phonemes with a given target word but in a different order. Within 

this framework, how might the relative frequency of the prime and the target words affect the 

transposed priming effect? As noted in the Introduction, there are two mechanisms that likely 

contribute to the increase in priming effects when targets are more frequent than primes than 

vice versa. These mechanisms concern the way in which frequency influences bottom-up 

activation of lexical representations, and the way it modulates lateral inhibitory influences 

between co-activated lexical representations. The most straightforward way to conceptualize 

frequency effects in a connectionist model like TRACE (see Dahan et al., 2001, for 

simulations), is in the connection strengths between phoneme representations and whole-word 

representations, with greater connections strength for high-frequency words. Although word 

frequency is not yet implemented in TISK, an implementation of frequency via variation in 

the connection strengths between sub-lexical phone and biphone representations and lexical 

representations would allow the position-independent phoneme units to generate more 

activation in the lexical representations of words that contain these phonemes when the words 

increase in frequency. As concerns the effects of lateral inhibition (lexical competition), a key 

principle in interactive-activation models like TISK (Hannagan et al., 2013) and its 

predecessor TRACE (McClelland & Elman, 1986) according to which co-activated lexical 

representations compete among themselves via lateral inhibition as a function of their relative 

activation levels, the more activated a lexical representation is the more it can inhibit 
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competing representations. These two mechanisms work together to increase the activation 

level of target word representations during prime processing when the prime is lower 

frequency than the target. Low-frequency primes generate less inhibition on the target word 

representation, and high-frequency targets receive more bottom-up activation during prime 

processing. 

  

We nevertheless acknowledge that the absolute frequency of both primes and targets 

was confounded with our relative frequency manipulation
4
. Future research could examine 

effects of absolute frequency on the transposed-priming effect by having prime-target pairs 

that are both high-frequency or both low-frequency. Given that the aim of the present work 

was to simply demonstrate an influence of lexical frequency on the transposed-phoneme 

priming effect, we opted for what was arguably the strongest manipulation possible. Our 

choice was determined by prior research showing an impact of the relative frequency of 

phonologically and/or orthographically similar words on spoken word recognition (e.g., 

Dufour & Frauenfelder, 2010) and visual word recognition (e.g., Grainger et al., 1989).  In 

general, future studies could independently manipulate target word frequency, prime word 

frequency, and relative prime-target frequency in order to better specify the contribution of 

bottom-up factors (e.g., phone-to-word connection strengths) and lateral inhibition to 

transposed-phoneme priming effects. 

 

 Although our study clearly suggests that lexical representations are involved in the 

transposed-priming effect, this does not mean that the effect uniquely arises at the lexical 

level of processing. Indeed, as mentioned in footnote 2, another possibility is that our effect 

results from the interaction between lexical and sublexical levels of representations, and thus 

in such a case the transposed-priming effect would have several loci. Models like TRACE 
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(McClelland & Elman, 1986) and TISK (Hannagan et al., 2013) also include top-down 

connections between lexical and sublexical units, by which lexical representations, once 

activated, boost the activation level of their sublexical units. By this mechanism, high-

frequency words which receive more activation than low-frequency words during prime 

processing return more activation to their (time-invariant) sublexical units, which in turn 

boost the activation level of the lexical representations that they are associated with. As a 

result, high-frequency words are more affected by the boost coming from the pre-lexical level 

than low-frequency words, thus providing another mechanism for the stronger priming effect 

observed with high frequency words. The important point here is that our results allow us to 

rule-out a purely prelexical locus of the transposed-phoneme priming effect, and point to a 

role for lexical representation in driving this effect most likely via several of the mechanisms 

postulated in interactive-activation models.         

 

 In conclusion, the present study demonstrated that word frequency plays an important 

role in determining the size of transposed-phoneme priming effects. We are thus confident 

that the effect is driven by differences in the activation of lexical representations during prime 

word processing. Future computational work could conduct simulation studies to identify 

which mechanism or combination of mechanisms among lateral inhibition, resting level 

activation or phone-to-word connection strengths, and word-phone feedback best explains the 

modulation of the transposed-phoneme priming effect as a function of word frequency. 

Furthermore, because, to this date, transposed-priming effects have only been observed with 

short-words, future research could also examine the contribution of factors such as word 

length, uniqueness point, position and proximity of the transposed phonemes. For example, 

given the sequentiality of the speech signal, a possibility is that the position of the initial 

phonemes would be more accurately encoded than that of the final phonemes. As a result, 
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even if as shown in this study, the transposed-phoneme effect is observed in short-words with 

the first and last phonemes transposed, we might expect, especially in longer words, to 

observe greater priming effects when the transposed-phonemes occur at the end of words in 

comparison to the beginning of the word. Although our study opens up an intriguing set of 

questions, it nonetheless constitutes another demonstration of the existence of position-

independent phonemes in auditory lexical access, which we believe provides additional strong 

constraints for the modeling of spoken word recognition. In a broader way, a parallelism 

could be made between the transposed-phoneme effects found in spoken word recognition 

and the transposition errors that commonly occur during speech production (e.g. Meyer, 

1992). Transposed-phoneme effects appear thus to reinforce the view that speech perception 

and speech production are tightly linked, and that the phoneme could be the functional 

linguistic unit common to the production and comprehension of spoken language.     
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Footnotes 

 

 

1: We note here that adding positional noise to models that provide a precise encoding of 

phoneme order might enable these models to account for transposed-phoneme effects, hence 

mimicking certain models of orthographic processing (e.g., Gomez et al., 2008), and their 

account of transposed-letter effects. 

 

2: It could be argued that activity in such sublexical representations might be sensitive to 

word frequency via top-down feedback from lexical representations, but then the transposed-

phoneme priming effect would no longer be purely prelexical in nature. 

 

3: Intriguingly our two sets of words differ in their segmental contents in that 19 target words 

out of 26 in the higher/lower frequency condition began with a liquid (/l/ and /r/) and none of 

the target words began with a liquid in the lower/higher frequency condition. To test whether 

the transposed-phoneme priming effect could depend on the segmental contents of the target 

words, we conducted additional analyses on the set of words of our previous study (Dufour & 

Grainger, 2019, Experiment 3), in which vocalic overlap was also used as control. Among the 

45 prime-target pairs used in that experiment 11 consisted in targets beginning with a liquid 

(CALE /kal/ “wedge” - LAC /lac/ “lake”) and 13 consisted in targets beginning with a 

consonant other than a liquid but ending with a liquid (LOUPE /lup/-"magnifying glass" – 

POULE /pul/ “hen”), thus mimicking the present set of words. Our analysis did not reveal a 

significant modulation of the priming effect as a function of the segmental contents. It was 

around 20 ms in the two groups (/cal/-/lac/; Mean RTs: 1025 ms and 1005 ms for the control 

and transposed primes; /lup/-/pul/; Mean RTs: 1032 ms and 1013 ms for the control and 
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transposed primes). For the totality of the pairs the magnitude of the priming effect was 

around 26 ms.      

  4: Given the overlap between the frequency ranges of our two sets of stimuli, we examined 

the impact of this on the priming effects we observed. The overlap was due to only 7 prime-

target pairs out of 26. Removing these pairs did not change the pattern of results. The mean 

RTs were 1119 ms and 1122 ms for the control and transposed primes in the higher/lower 

frequency condition, and 1024 ms and 983 ms for the control and transposed primes in the 

lower/higher frequency condition.  
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Table 1: Characteristics of the stimulus sets (mean values) 

 

  Lower/higher frequency Higher/lower frequency 

  

Control 

primes             
/vͻl/ "flight" 

Transposed 

primes          
/ʀͻb/ "dress" 

Target       

words         
/bͻʀ/ "edge" 

Control       

primes           
/sͻm/ "sum" 

Transposed 

primes          
/bͻʀ/ "edge" 

Target            

words          
/ʀͻb/ "dress" 

Frequency
1   

Range 

33                   

1-248 

34                           

1-218 

678                           

55-5217 

631                    

64-5332 

678                      

55-5217 

34                            

1-218 

Duration
2
 632 634 630 629 630 634 

 

Note: 
1
 In number of occurrences per million. 

2
 In milliseconds.     
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Table 2: Mean Reaction Times (in ms) and Percentages of Correct Responses (%) for the 

control and related primes in each relative frequency condition.  

 

 

  Lower/higher frequency Higher/lower frequency 

  Control 

primes  

Transposed 

primes  

Control 

primes  

Transposed 

primes   

Reaction time   1034 989 1103 1112 

Correct Response 90 93 89 88 
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Appendix: Primes and Targets with their frequency (i.e. “Freq” in number of occurrences per 

million) used in the Experiment. Phonetic transcriptions and English translations are provided.   

 

Lower/higher frequency 

Control primes Freq Transposed primes Freq Target words Freq 

vol /vɔl/ "flight" 49 robe /ʀɔb/ "dress" 85 bord /bɔʀ/ "side" 142 

vase /vɑz/ "vase" 23 cache /kaʃ/ "cover" 28 chaque /ʃak/ "each"  483 

pelle /pɛl/ "spade" 8 rêche /ʀɛʃ/ "rough" 4 chair /ʃɛʀ/ "flesh" 185 

pile /pil/ "pile" 25 ride /ʀid/ "wrinkle" 13 dire /diʀ/ "to say" 789 

tasse /tɑs/ "cup" 19 lame /lam/ "blade" 30 mal /mal/ "pain" 393 

fiche /fiʃ/ "card" 20 lime /lim/ "file" 2 mille /mil/ "thousand"  129 

puce /pys/ "flea" 9 lune /lyn/ "moon" 54 nul /nyl/ "null"  102 

fugue /fyɡ/ "elopement"  4 rhume /ʀym/ "cold" 2 mur /myʀ/ "wall" 201 

bave /bav/ "slobber" 3 rate /ʀat/ "spleen" 3 tard /taʀ/ "late" 247 

vache /vaʃ/ "cow" 36 casse /kas/ "breakage" 23 sac /sak/ "bag" 92 

loge /lɔʒ/ "lodge" 19 roc /ʀɔk/ "rock" 26 corps /kɔʀ/ "body" 393 

natte /nat/ "braid" 5 lasse /las/ "jaded" 9 salle /sal/ "room" 199 

botte /bɔt/ "boot" 25 rhum /ʀɔm/ "rum" 6 mort /mɔʀ/ "death" 426 

gaffe /ɡaf/ "gaffe" 11 râpe /ʀap/ "grater" 1 part /paʀ/ "piece" 5217 

vote /vɔt/ "vote" 27 rosse /ʀɔs/ "mean" 1 sort* /sɔʀ/ "fate" 101 

bulle /byl/ "bubble" 13 russe /ʀys/ "Russian" 72 sûr /syʀ/ "sure" 4458 

bouc /buk/ "billy-goat" 5 soute /sut/ "hold" 1 tous /tus/ "all" 964 

dalle /dal/ "paving stone" 17 chatte /ʃat/ "cat" 16 tache /taʃ/ "stain" 122 

galle /gal/ "gall" 1 rabe /ʀab/ "scraps" 1 barre* /baʀ/ "bar" 66 

loque /lɔk/ "wreck" 5 chope /ʃɔp/ "mug" 1 poche* /pɔʃ/ "pocket" 81 

loupe /lup/ "magnifying glass" 4 soude /sud/ "soda" 4 douce /dus/ "sweet" 55 

bouche /buʃ/ "mouth" 160 rouge /ʀuʒ/ "red" 218 jour /ʒuʀ/ "day" 912 

fête /fɛt/ "party" 248 laisse  /lɛs/ "leash" 144 sel /sɛl/ "salt" 760 

gaz /ɡaz/ "gas" 56 tape /tap/ "slap" 12 patte /pat/ "paw" 87 

neige /nɛʒ/ "snow" 52 rêve /ʀɛv/ "dream" 114 verre /vɛʀ/ "glass" 961 

quiche /kiʃ/ "quiche" 1 rite /ʀit/ "rite" 25 tir /tiʀ/ "shot" 74 
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Appendix continuation 

 

Higher/lower frequency 

Control primes Freq Transposed primes Freq Target words Freq 

somme /sɔm/ "sum"  259 bord /bɔʀ/ "side" 142 robe /ʀɔb/ "dress" 85 

femme /fam/ "woman" 599 chaque /ʃak/ "each"  483 cache /kaʃ/ "cover" 28 

belle /bɛl/ "beautiful" 240 chair /ʃɛʀ/ "flesh" 185 rêche /ʀɛʃ/ "rough" 4 

ville /vil/ "town"  290 dire /diʀ/ "to say" 789 ride /ʀid/ "wrinkle" 13 

car /kaʀ/ "bus" 472 mal /mal/ "pain" 393 lame /lam/ "blade" 30 

type /tip/ "type"  250 mille /mil/ "thousand"  129 lime /lim/ "file" 2 

dur /dyʀ/ "hard" 131 nulle /nyl/ "null"  102 lune /lyn/ "moon" 54 

sud /syd/ "south" 79 mur /myʀ/ "wall" 201 rhume /ʀym/ "cold" 2 

face /fas/ "visage" 255 tard /taʀ/ "late" 247 rate /ʀat/ "spleen" 3 

dame /dam/ "lady" 101 sac /sak/ "bag" 92 casse /kas/ "breakage" 23 

bonne /bɔn/ "maid" 281 corps /kɔʀ/ "body" 393 roc /ʀɔk/ "rock" 26 

date /dat/ "date" 77 salle/sal/ "room" 199 lasse /las/ "jaded" 9 

sol /sɔl/ "floor" 153 mort /mɔʀ/ "death" 426 rhum /ʀɔm/ "rum" 6 

bal /bal/ "ball" 75 part /paʀ/ "piece" 5217 rape /ʀap/ "grater" 1 

comme /kɔm/ "as" 2929 sort /sɔʀ/ "fate" 101 rosse* /ʀɔs/ "mean" 1 

lutte /lyt/ "struggle" 64 sûr /syʀ/ "sure" 4458 russe /ʀys/ "Russian" 72 

pour /puʀ/ "for" 5332 tous /tus/ "all" 964 soute /sut/ "hold" 1 

basse /bas/ "bass" 75 tache /taʃ/ "stain" 122 chatte /ʃat/ "cat" 16 

passe /pas/ "pass" 201 barre /baʀ/ "bar" 66 rabe* /ʀab/ "scraps" 1 

nord /nɔʀ/ "north" 114 poche /pɔʃ/ "pocket" 81 chope* /ʃɔp/ "mug" 1 

cours /kuʀ/ "class" 479 douce /dus/ "sweet" 55 soude /sud/ "soda" 4 

doute /dut/ "doubt" 305 jour /ʒuʀ/ "day" 912 rouge /ʀuʒ/ "red" 218 

mer /mɛʀ/ "sea" 750 sel /sɛl/ "salt" 760 laisse /lɛs/ "leash" 144 

rare /ʀaʀ/ "rare" 88 patte /pat/ "paw" 87 tape /tap/ "slap" 12 

même /mɛm/ "same" 2653 verre /vɛʀ/ "glass" 961 rêve /ʀɛv/ "dream" 114 

vide /vid/ "empty" 154 tir /tiʀ/ "shot" 74 rite /ʀit/ "rite" 25 

 

 

*: Items excluded from the analysis 


